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90% of boards fail to be of real value
to their executive teams*. Why?

In these times of accelerated change and increasing complexity, 
boards are confronted with a multitude of new risks, challenges 
and trends. Many boards simply lack the expertise to adapt 
swiftly and effectively.

Yet with chief executives overstretched, boards are, more than 
ever, essential to corporate success and are a competitive 
advantage for companies. They can bring an external 
perspective, overcome blind spots in strategy, and raise 
awareness of external risks. They can also connect with 
governments, society and other stakeholders, provide credibility 
and build trust in ways that executive teams cannot.

The need for more sophisticated board governance skills has 
never been greater. Inspired by the latest research and the 
world’s best boards, IMD’s Board programs draw on more than 
40 years of board education experience. They offer the breadth 
and depth of knowledge necessary for continued success as 
a modern board member amid disruption and highly complex 
business times.

PROFESSOR DIDIER COSSIN
Founder and Director
of the IMD Global Board Center
Chaired Professor of Governance 
and Finance

EXECUTIVE EDUCATION FOR BOARDS

* Corporate boardrooms are in need of education, Financial Times

https://www.ft.com/content/796e749a-35ff-11e1-ae04-00144feabdc0
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About the IMD Global Board Center

IMD has provided board education for more than 40 years, helping the boards
of leading organizations to boost their performance.

Founded in 2010, the core aim of the IMD Global Board Center is to support long-term 
organizational success through strong boards. It brings together world-class thought 
leadership and global best practices in a systematic way to help boards reach their full 
potential.  We address real-world issues in ways that can be used by boards to improve 
their performance and play a strategic role in their organization’s success.

For more information,
visit www.imd.org/boardcenter

http://www.imd.org/boardcenter
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IMD 2022-2023 BOARD PROGRAM PORTFOLIO AT A GLANCE

High Performance Boards has provided directors with skills, tools
and frameworks to boost their board’s performance since 1977.
The program draws on the latest research and the experience
of the world’s best boards.

A 5-week online program that equips new or aspiring board 
members with a deep understanding of the principles and 
practices of good governance.

Your diploma journey enables you to acquire key skills to succeed 
as a board member. Gain certification in just 9 days, depending on 
your selection of programs.
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The Board Practice Series comprises short, in-depth thematic 
programs that deep dive into foundational and emerging themes 
related to boards.

A highly experiential program that prepares board members to 
understand how ESG expands their fiduciary and accountability duties, 
lead ESG conversations, and respond to ESG crises.

*Program counts towards the IMD Board Director Diploma.
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Driving Sustainability  
from the Boardroom*

High Performance Boards*

Digital Transformation
for Boards*

Finance for Boards*

Strategy Governance
for Boards*

Boards and Risks*
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https://www.imd.org/dsb
https://www.imd.org/dsb
https://www.imd.org/hpb
https://www.imd.org/dtb
https://www.imd.org/dtb
https://www.imd.org/ffb
https://www.imd.org/sgb
https://www.imd.org/sgb
https://www.imd.org/br
https://www.imd.org/tdb
https://www.imd.org/tdb
https://www.imd.org/smb
https://www.imd.org/smb
https://www.imd.org/mbg
https://www.imd.org/bps
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" High Performance Boards was a great 
opportunity to step back and reflect on 
board responsibility. I left the program 
with a wealth of ideas on how to do 
things differently, and intend to take 
immediate action. "
ULRICH LEHNER               Chairman
        Deutsche Telekom | Germany
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Inspired by the latest research and drawing on 
more than 40 years of board education experience, 
High Performance Boards examines issues 
related to supervisory board performance and 
effectiveness. Together with peer board members 
and prominent chairpersons from around the 
world, you learn about successes and failures 
and explore best practices in depth. You also 
identify the strategies, structures and processes 
that make boards the driving force behind their 
company’s success. The program provides 
numerous networking opportunities.

Overview

High Performance Boards
How board directors make a real difference

Delivery mode
on campus

Length
3 days

Fee
CHF 12,500
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High Performance Boards allows you to explore concepts, frameworks and 
approaches for building a high-performing board and develop an action 
plan to address your challenges. IMD faculty and high-level directors and 
chairpersons provide world-class research and case studies, and you share 
best practices, experiences and insights with your peers. 

This program is exclusively for supervisory board 
members and chairpersons. Your fellow participants 
come from diverse international organizations and a 
broad range of industries.

•  The four pillars of 
effective boards

•  Board dynamics and 
behaviors of top boards

•  Board processes and the 
role of the chairperson

•  Best practices for critical 
issues, such as: strategy, 
risks, innovation, digital 
transformation, crisis 
management

•  Stewardship

Program covers key topics such as:

• Identify what makes 
best practice boards

• Drive positive board culture

• Ensure successful 
succession plans

•  Learn how to manage 
a board in crisis

• Evaluate and mitigate risk and 
maximize opportunities through 
strategic board involvement

PROGRAM DIRECTOR
DIDIER COSSIN
Founder and Director
of the IMD Global Board Center
Chaired Professor of Governance and Finance

View full bio

Content & learning

This program counts towards
the IMD Board Director Diploma.

APPLY NOWSCHEDULE A CALL

You & your peers

Key benefits

https://www.imd.org/faculty/professors/didier-cossin/
https://www.imd.org/bps
https://www.imd.org/hpb
https://scheduling.secure.force.com/cts/?Id=Zpy_mNg4u_5yMd6WV4D5FtCr4gJbZkUJsXrzmxCdgLc-
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Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) 
factors have become a global imperative,  
placing companies under increasing scrutiny.  
This heightened stakeholder focus means boards 
are confronted with new expectations, yet few 
directors are equipped to govern ESG issues.

Driving Sustainability from the Boardroom  
is a highly experiential program that immerses 
you in the complex and multifaceted realities  
of ESG. Part of IMD’s collaboration with the World 
Business Council for Sustainable Development 
(WBCSD), it will enable you to fulfill your role  
of influencing and steering the integration  
of sustainability into your company’s strategy.

Overview

Driving Sustainability from the Boardroom
Chart your company’s ESG path to long-term success

Delivery mode
on campus

Length
2 days

Fee
CHF 7,500
CHF 5,500 for IMD Alumni & WBCSD member organizations 
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This experiential, interaction-based program immerses you in real-world 
situations. Insights from case studies allow you to fully grasp the complexities 
ESG brings to your role and you will learn from the broad perspectives of IMD 
faculty, guest speakers and activists. The program unfolds in three stages:

You are a board member, chairperson, board secretary, aspiring board 
member or a professional working closely with boards. You understand that 
sustainability and ESG are boardroom imperatives and want to efficiently 
elevate your stewardship role for your company’s future.

1. Explore: Ten days before the program starts, you receive 
resource material to level up your understanding of ESG.

2.  Experience: On campus, you will take part in crisis simulations, 
be interviewed by activists and explore how to harness ESG 
opportunities. Theory and frameworks will guide you.

3.  Engage: After the program, you and your fellow program participants 
form a community for sharing experiences and ideas.

• Be ready to lead conversations 
and ask the right questions  
in and out of the boardroom  
by acquiring full ESG literacy.

• Understand how ESG 
expands your fiduciary and 
accountability duties in 
your role as steward of your 
company’s long-term success.

• Identify and leverage ESG 
opportunities for your 
company’s long-term 
success and reputation. 

• Gain experience of handling 
difficult ESG conversations 
and responding to ESG 
crises through immersive 
in-class simulations.

Content & learning

You & your peers

Key benefits

This program counts towards
the IMD Board Director Diploma.

PROGRAM DIRECTOR
KNUT HAANAES
Professor of Strategy
Lundin Sustainability 
Chair

View full bio

PROGRAM DIRECTOR
SALVATORE CANTALE
Professor of Finance

View full bio

APPLY NOWSCHEDULE A CALL

https://www.imd.org/bps
https://www.imd.org/faculty/professors/knut-haanaes/
https://www.imd.org/dsb
https://scheduling.secure.force.com/cts/?Id=1xd8WkovBS5TyCD825x1JLa7OkEQlL5PiubDcr5k53g-
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" It is becoming increasingly clear that 
good governance drives environmental 
and social responsibility, not the other 
way round. To be future-fit, boards 
must understand how their companies 
can deliver on their ESG commitments 
through a robust strategy. "
KNUT HAANAES               Program Co-Director
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" ESG affects the bottom line of an 
organization. It is ambitious in scale  
and scope, yet ambiguously defined. 
Boards today should understand  
its complex realities and the options  
and solutions that can be leveraged  
for long-term success. "
SALVATORE CANTALE              Program Co-Director
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Only 22% of board members say they understand 
their firm’s strategy. A key reason for this is that 
many board members lack expertise in strategy
or an understanding of the new rules of strategy
in today’s world.

Strategy Governance for Boards enables you to 
play a meaningful advisory role in the governance 
of your firm’s strategy within the context of an 
increasingly complex business landscape.

Strategy Governance for Boards
Confidently guide corporate strategy in turbulent times

Overview

Delivery mode
on campus or liVe virtual

Length
2 days

Fee
CHF 6,600
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Throughout your learning journey, you will benefit from the expertise of our 
world-class faculty and guest speakers. You will explore case studies and 
gain a deep understanding of best practices.

You are a board member, chairperson, board secretary, aspiring board 
member or a professional working closely with boards. Regardless of your 
position, you want to play a more proactive, productive and effective role so 
you can make a real difference in your boardroom and company. Your fellow 
participants come from diverse international organizations and a broad 
range of industries.

• Role of boards in 
strategy governance

• Strategy biases in 
board members

•  Approach towards 
disruption

Program covers key topics such as:

This program counts towards
the IMD Board Director Diploma.

• Understand the role 
of boards in strategy 
formulation and validation

• Ensure that board governance 
mechanisms are aligned 
with your firm’s strategy

• Monitor your firm’s 
strategy effectively 

• Strike the right balance 
between growing today’s 
business and investing in 
emerging opportunities

PROGRAM DIRECTOR
GOUTAM CHALLAGALLA
Professor of Strategy & Marketing

View full bio

Content & learning

APPLY NOWSCHEDULE A CALL

You & your peers

Key benefits

https://www.imd.org/bps
https://www.imd.org/faculty/professors/goutam-challagalla/
https://www.imd.org/sgb
https://scheduling.secure.force.com/cts/?Id=Zpy_mNg4u_5yMd6WV4D5FtCr4gJbZkUJsXrzmxCdgLc-
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Boards are social groups. The way the board 
behaves as a group has enormous consequences 
for how the company is governed and performs. 
With this understanding, corporate governance 
codes around the world increasingly impose 
behavioral requirements for board members.

Team Dynamics for Boards empowers you to drive 
positive dynamics in your board through a deeper 
awareness of what happens below the surface 
when groups interact.

Team Dynamics for Boards
Build a high-performing board team

Overview

Delivery mode
on campus

Length
2 days

Fee
CHF 6,600
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Throughout your learning journey, you will benefit from the expertise 
of our world-class faculty. You will explore case studies and gain a deep 
understanding of best practices.

You are a board member, chairperson, board secretary, aspiring board 
member or a professional working closely with boards. Regardless of your 
position, you want to play a more proactive, productive and effective role so 
you can make a real difference in your boardroom and company. Your fellow 
participants come from diverse international organizations and a broad 
range of industries.

• Director duties

• Leadership at the top

• Self-awareness and 
derailment risks

• Promoting success

• Conflict management

Program covers key topics such as:

This program counts towards
the IMD Board Director Diploma.

• Understand the formal 
behavior required of board 
members by governance 
frameworks compared to the 
informal dynamics of a team

• Explore unconscious 
assumptions and hidden 
motivations that can 
derail boards’ work

• Find the right balance for your 
board between supporting 
and challenging the CEO and 
top management team

• Gain insights into your 
board’s team dynamics and 
the behaviors required to 
improve team effectiveness

PROGRAM DIRECTOR
ANAND NARASIMHAN
Shell Professor of Global Leadership

View full bio

Content & learning

APPLY NOWSCHEDULE A CALL

You & your peers

Key benefits

https://www.imd.org/bps
https://www.imd.org/faculty/professors/anand-narasimhan/
https://www.imd.org/tdb
https://scheduling.secure.force.com/cts/?Id=Zpy_mNg4u_5yMd6WV4D5FtCr4gJbZkUJsXrzmxCdgLc-
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Being able to evaluate the impact of digital 
tools, technologies and business models on 
your Organization is an increasingly important 
board skill. Understanding “digital” beyond the 
buzzwords is crucial in today’s world.

Digital Transformation for Boards gives you a 
better understanding of the competencies and 
behaviors required to successfully support your 
management in an environment characterized by 
digital disruption.

Digital Transformation for Boards
Get the right digital vocabulary and toolkit

Overview

Delivery mode
on campus or liVe virtual

Length
2 days

Fee
CHF 6,600
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Throughout your learning journey, you will benefit from the expertise 
of our world-class faculty. You will explore case studies and gain a deep 
understanding of best practices.

You are a board member, chairperson, board secretary, aspiring board 
member or a professional working closely with boards. Regardless of your 
position, you want to play a more proactive, productive and effective role so 
you can make a real difference in your boardroom and company. Your fellow 
participants come from diverse international organizations and a broad 
range of industries.

• The journey towards digital 
business transformation

• Principles for leading 
digital boards

• Cybersecurity and 
risks for boards

• Disruption management

• Cultural change and agility

Program covers key topics such as:

This program counts towards
the IMD Board Director Diploma.

• Grasp the potential impact of 
digital technologies on your 
company’s performance

• Understand the new 
competitive dynamics 
disrupting your industry

• Identify the competencies 
and behaviors needed to lead 
successfully in a digital age

• Be prepared to advise and 
support your management 
on digital transformation

PROGRAM DIRECTOR
MICHAEL WADE
Cisco Chair in
Digital Business
Transformation

View full bio

Content & learning

APPLY NOWSCHEDULE A CALL

You & your peers

Key benefits

PROGRAM DIRECTOR
DIDIER BONNET
Professor of Strategy
& Digital Transformation

View full bio

https://www.imd.org/bps
https://www.imd.org/faculty/professors/michael-wade/
https://www.imd.org/dtb
https://scheduling.secure.force.com/cts/?Id=Zpy_mNg4u_5yMd6WV4D5FtCr4gJbZkUJsXrzmxCdgLc-
https://www.imd.org/faculty/professors/bonnet-didier/
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In a fast-changing and increasingly competitive 
business environment, board members need 
to have a solid grasp of finance in order to best 
challenge the management team on finance 
reports, and make strategic decisions based on 
hard finance data. 

Finance for Boards is designed to give you the 
essential finance knowledge you need to make 
tough decisions for your company in areas 
such as mergers & acquisitions as well as risk 
management.

Finance for Boards
Gain the confidence to make smart finance decisions

Overview

Delivery mode
on campus or liVe virtual

Length
2 days

Fee
CHF 6,600
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Throughout your learning journey, you will benefit from the expertise 
of our world-class faculty. You will explore case studies and gain a deep 
understanding of best practices.

You are a board member, chairperson, board secretary, aspiring board 
member or a professional working closely with boards. Regardless of your 
position, you want to play a more proactive, productive and effective role so 
you can make a real difference in your boardroom and company. Your fellow 
participants come from diverse international organizations and a broad 
range of industries.

• Finance and value creation

• Derivatives and risk 
management

• The role of boards 
in investor activism

Program covers key topics such as:

This program counts towards
the IMD Board Director Diploma.

• Master the main financial 
valuation methods and 
their meaning

• Be at ease reviewing and 
challenging financial 
reports presented to you

• Understand the risk framework 
put in place by companies

• Grasp the value behind 
mergers and acquisitions

PROGRAM DIRECTOR
SALVATORE CANTALE
Professor of Finance

View full bio

Content & learning

APPLY NOWSCHEDULE A CALL

You & your peers

Key benefits

https://www.imd.org/bps
https://www.imd.org/faculty/professors/salvatore-cantale/
https://www.imd.org/ffb
https://scheduling.secure.force.com/cts/?Id=Zpy_mNg4u_5yMd6WV4D5FtCr4gJbZkUJsXrzmxCdgLc-
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" Avoiding or managing an organization’s 
essential risks is a key fiduciary 
responsibility of board members – 
modern risk thinking has become a true 
competitive advantage. "
DIDIER COSSIN     Founder and Director
  of the IMD Global Board Center
  Chaired Professor of Governance
  and Finance
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" I was blown away by the high caliber of 
participants, keynote speakers and IMD 
faculty. The biggest take-away for me was 
learning about team dynamics applied to 
boards and how to transform a collection 
of individuals into an engaged and high-
performing team of people… "
MARIA CASTUERA HIDALGO            Chief Investment Officer
              International Finance
              Corporation | United States
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Stakeholder understanding and management 
has become central to high quality corporate 
governance, particularly as organizations are 
increasingly interdependent, with a wider range
of stakeholders around them.

Stakeholder Management for Boards equips board 
members with practical tools to work effectively 
on stakeholder engagement. You will learn how to 
optimize the large set of demands, competencies, 
and opportunities presented by stakeholders for 
organizational and social benefit.

Overview

Stakeholder Management for Boards
Master stakeholder dynamics for effective
corporate governance

Delivery mode
on campus

Length
2 days

Fee
CHF 6,600
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Throughout your learning journey, you will benefit from the expertise of our 
world-class faculty and guest speakers. You will explore case studies and 
gain a deep understanding of best practices.

You are a board member, chairperson, board secretary, aspiring board 
member or a professional working closely with boards. Regardless of your 
position, you want to play a more proactive, productive and effective role so 
you can make a real difference in your boardroom and company. Your fellow 
participants come from diverse international organizations and a broad 
range of industries.

• Stakeholders management 
principles and practices

• Key trends such as SDGs, 
regulation, human rights 
and entities such as NGOs 

• Environmental, social, and 
governance (ESG) investments 
and regime shifts

•  Evolution of the capitalistic 
model and ethics

Program covers key topics such as:

This program counts towards
the IMD Board Director Diploma.

• Identify and map key 
stakeholders in your 
organization as well as 
understand the dynamics of the 
broader stakeholder ecosystem

• Explore the goals of your 
organization and how they relate 
to stakeholder management

• Identify novel opportunities 
to align stakeholder and 
shareholder interests

• Develop tools and strategies 
to address specific key 
stakeholder situations

PROGRAM DIRECTOR
DIDIER COSSIN
Founder and Director
of the IMD Global
Board Center

View full bio

PROGRAM DIRECTOR
MICHAEL YAZIJI
Professor of Strategy
& Leadership

View full bio

Content & learning

APPLY NOWSCHEDULE A CALL

You & your peers

Key benefits

https://www.imd.org/bps
https://www.imd.org/faculty/professors/michael-yaziji/
https://www.imd.org/smb
https://scheduling.secure.force.com/cts/?Id=Zpy_mNg4u_5yMd6WV4D5FtCr4gJbZkUJsXrzmxCdgLc-
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The risks facing businesses today are enormous: 
from geopolitical risks and social evolution, to 
technological progress, growth risk, and many 
others. Risk awareness and supervision are 
among the central duties of an effective board, yet 
many boards do not have a systematic approach to 
risk. As a result, their ability to make critical risk 
decisions is undermined.

Boards and Risks enables you to benchmark 
against best practices on risk and adopt the latest 
risk thinking.

Boards and Risks
Risk governance and prevention in a chaotic world

Overview

Delivery mode
on campus

Length
2 days

Fee
CHF 6,600
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Throughout your learning journey, you will benefit from the expertise of our 
world-class faculty and guest speakers. You will explore case studies and 
gain a deep understanding of best practices.

You are a board member, chairperson, board secretary, aspiring board 
member or a professional working closely with boards. Regardless of your 
position, you want to play a more proactive, productive and effective role so 
you can make a real difference in your boardroom and company. Your fellow 
participants come from diverse international organizations and a broad 
range of industries.

• Risk governance

• Supervisory vs. management 
board risk thinking

• Identification of high-value risks

• Non-traditional risks 
management

Program covers key topics such as:

This program counts towards
the IMD Board Director Diploma.

•  Identify and assess your 
organization’s risks

• Analyze how strategic risk can 
be assessed and managed

• Gain techniques for 
setting risk appetite

• Access the risk behaviors of 
the board and management

• Make critical decisions related 
to risk more effectively

Content & learning

APPLY NOWSCHEDULE A CALL

PROGRAM DIRECTOR
DIDIER COSSIN
Founder and Director
of the IMD Global Board Center
Chaired Professor of Governance and Finance

View full bio

You & your peers

Key benefits

https://www.imd.org/bps
https://www.imd.org/br
https://scheduling.secure.force.com/cts/?Id=Zpy_mNg4u_5yMd6WV4D5FtCr4gJbZkUJsXrzmxCdgLc-
https://www.imd.org/faculty/professors/didier-cossin/
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Effective governance is a key driver of growth and, 
increasingly, a distinctive competitive advantage 
for any organization. Mastering Board Governance 
gives you a deep understanding of the principles 
and practices of good governance, and the roles 
and responsibilities of a board. This online program 
will build your understanding of effective business 
decision-making and group dynamics and enable 
you to make meaningful contributions to a board.

Mastering Board Governance
Principles and best practices for effective board membership

Overview

Delivery mode
online

Length
5 weeks

Fee
CHF 1,950



Your learning journey is organized into weekly units, each covering a specific 
topic. You will gain fresh insights, carry out practical assignments, and 
benefit from your coach’s feedback. You will also apply your learning during 
immersive weekly board simulations with your peers.

You are a board member, chairperson, board secretary, aspiring board 
member or a professional working closely with boards. Regardless of your 
position, you want to play a more proactive, productive and effective role so 
you can make a real difference in your boardroom and company. Your fellow 
participants come from diverse international organizations and a broad 
range of industries.

• What is governance?

• The role of board

• The four pillars of board 
effectiveness

• Board best practice series

Program covers key topics such as:

• Gain a solid understanding 
of how governance drives 
organizational performance

•  Expand your knowledge of the 
role and responsibilities of a 
board and all other governance 
participants and stakeholders

• Know how to identify and 
assess the four underlying 
pillars of board effectiveness, 
using a concrete framework

• Learn how to proactively 
identify governance risks and 
mitigate them effectively

•  Explore core areas of board 
work such as strategy, risks, 
stakeholders, M&A, succession, 
ESG and stewardship

Content & learning

You & your peers

APPLY NOWSCHEDULE A CALL

PROGRAM DIRECTOR
DIDIER COSSIN
Founder and Director
of the IMD Global Board Center
Chaired Professor of Governance and Finance

View full bio

Key benefits

https://www.imd.org/mbg
https://scheduling.secure.force.com/cts/?Id=Zpy_mNg4u_5yMd6WV4D5FtCr4gJbZkUJsXrzmxCdgLc-
https://www.imd.org/faculty/professors/didier-cossin/
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The IMD Board Director Diploma certifies that 
you are equipped with all the skills required for 
success as a modern board member. To achieve 
the diploma, you will need to select the High 
Performance Board program and any other three 
programs from the Board Practice Series.
Join board members and prominent chairpersons 
from the world’s leading companies and ensure 
your board skills keep pace with a business world 
characterized by fast change and disruption.

IMD Board Director Diploma
Your path towards board excellence

Overview

IMD BOARD
DIRECTOR
DIPLOMA

Delivery mode
on campus

Length
9 days with flexible timetable 

Fee
CHF 28,000



40 years of board experience
Be inspired by the latest research and the world’s best boards. Draw on more 
than 40 years of board education experience to prepare your board to face the 
challenges of a complex world.

Extensive portfolio
Gain both breadth and depth of knowledge across a range of key topics, 
including team dynamics, digital transformation and finance, to confidently 
sit on any board.

Certified board excellence
Certify your board skills with the IMD Board Director Diploma in just nine 
days, depending on your selected journey.

• Certify your capability for 
board leadership in the 
modern business landscape

• Fill in any knowledge or 
skills gaps to increase 
your effectiveness

• Understand the best practices 
that enable boards to reach 
their full potential

• Improve your board’s 
performance and play 
a strategic role in your 
organization’s success

• Boost your confidence with 
a deeper understanding 
of the role of a director 

• Understand the best-in-
class corporate governance 
processes and practices

Combine the High Performance Boards program with EITHER three 
programs from the Board Practice Series OR two programs from this 
series plus Driving Sustainability from the Boardroom to qualify for  
the IMD Board Director Diploma. You may take the four programs in any 
order. On completion, you will undergo a three-step assessment process 
to obtain the IMD Board Director Diploma.

Key benefits

Your diploma journey

Complete Examination
&  Assessment

IMD BOARD
DIRECTOR
DIPLOMA

High Performance 
Boards

Driving Sustainability 
from the Boardroom

Board Practice
Series

Why choose
the IMD
Board Director 
Diploma?



Board Program Portfolio



You are a board member, chairperson, board secretary, aspiring board 
member or a professional working closely with boards. Regardless of your 
position, you want to play a more proactive, productive and effective role so 
you can make a real difference in your boardroom and company. Your fellow 
participants come from diverse international organizations and a broad 
range of industries.

You & your peers

APPLY NOWSCHEDULE A CALL

PROGRAM DIRECTOR
DIDIER COSSIN
Founder and Director of the IMD Global Board Center
Chaired Professor of Governance and Finance

View full bio

Step 3: Grand oral distinction exam
Based on your overall score in the online 
competency quizzes and the ALP, you will be 
granted the opportunity to be a candidate for 
distinction. IMD will inform candidates that qualify 
for the grand oral distinction exam.

This will be a 45-minute face-to-face oral 
examination with a panel of experienced board 
members and IMD faculty. You will be required 
to answer the panel’s questions on best-in-class 
corporate governance processes and practices.

Step 1: Online competency quiz
Directors are expected to have a strong grip on key 
competences to be effective. The quizzes help you 
understand how strong your competences are.

Step 2: Skills application to topic of choice
Board Directors Diploma Action Learning Project 
(ALP). We encourage you to apply the skills from the 
classroom in the boardroom by addressing a topic of 
your choice that is real, urgent and important for you 
as a board member. In this written assignment, you 
are asked to describe the key issues you would like 
to address, your desired outcomes and your plan for 
achieving them. We will be happy to share example 
topics for your consideration.

Rather than testing your specific knowledge acquired in the programs, the assessment 
process is designed to evaluate your board director “readiness”.

Step 1
Online

competency
quizzes

Step 2
Skills

application
to topic of

choice

Step 3
(Optional)
45 minute

face-to-face oral 
examination

→ →

https://www.imd.org/bps/board-governance-diploma/
https://scheduling.secure.force.com/cts/?Id=Zpy_mNg4u_5yMd6WV4D5FtCr4gJbZkUJsXrzmxCdgLc-
https://www.imd.org/faculty/professors/didier-cossin/
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IMD in numbers

TOP 3 IN EXECUTIVE 
EDUCATION WORLDWIDE 

10 YEARS IN A ROW 
FINANCIAL TIMES 

RANKINGS 2012-2022

IMD SUPPORTED 190+ 
ORGANIZATIONS BY 

DELIVERING NEARLY 
200 CUSTOMIZED 
INTERVENTIONS  
(ON & OFF OUR  
2 CAMPUSES) 

190+

94%+ 56%+

OF PARTICIPANTS 
EXPERIENCE A 

SIGNIFICANT PERSONAL 
IMPACT AFTER 

ATTENDING AN IMD 
PROGRAM*

*SURVEY OF MORE THAN
3000 ALUMNI

OF PARTICIPANTS ON 
OPEN PROGRAMS ARE 
REFERRED BY ALUMNI 

OR ARE RETURNING  
ALUMNI THEMSELVES

ALUMNI FORM A POWERFUL 
GLOBAL NETWORK OF 

BUSINESS EXECUTIVES

100,000+10,000+

EXECUTIVES COME  
TO IMD EACH YEAR  

FROM 100+ DIFFERENT 
COUNTRIES 



IMD is an independent business school with Swiss roots and global reach. 
Focused on developing leaders and transforming organizations, IMD designs 
and delivers interventions that challenge what is and inspire what could be.

Top innovation hub
IMD is uniquely situated in the vibrant innovation hub of Lausanne in western 
Switzerland. Lausanne is ranked the best small city in the world by The 
Independent. Drawing inspiration from its close partnerships with neighboring 
top technology institute EPFL (Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne) and 
design university ECAL (Ecole Cantonale d’Art de Lausanne), IMD thrives at the 
center of the one of the world’s most exciting innovative nations.

Talk with us 
Stéphane Attias

+41 21 618 07 90
stephane.attias@imd.org

mailto:stephane.attias%40imd.org?subject=


Real Learning
Real Impact 

IMD and IMD INTERNATIONAL REAL LEARNING, REAL IMPACT are trademarks of IMD – International Institute for Management Development.

IMD Switzerland
Chemin de Bellerive 23 
P.O. Box 915
CH-1001 Lausanne 
Switzerland
Central tel: +41 21 618 01 11

IMD Singapore
IMD SE Asia Pte. Ltd
Rochester Commons
1 Rochester Park #02-01
Singapore 139212
Central tel: +65 6715 9988
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